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ABSTRACT

Thia report presents the status end progress of

techniques employed for heating the plasma to

thermonuclear temperature In magnetically confined devi-

ces. The merits and demerits of each technique is criti-

cally studied with a view to assess the potential of

Relativistic Electron Beam (REB) heating technique, which

is a new comer in the field. It has been concluded that

REB heating is very much suitable for linear adenoidal

reactor devices and is also a potential future candidate

for plasma heating for t6roidal devices.
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1. MTRODUCTIOH

The Importance of dereloping a relatively inexhaus-

tible, safe, economical source of energy that does not

degrade the enrironaent can scarcely be overestimated. The

thermonuclear fusion energy promises this potentiality. The

nininum condition that must be met to hare a self -sustained

fusion reactor is provided by Lawson' ' criterion. For a

D-T reaction this criterion states that the product of ion

density and conflnenent tlae must exceed 101*(nT >10 1* sec/

ea') prorrlded the plasaa Is heated to a teaperature of

10 key for a break-even energy balance In a fusion reaotor*

As ot this date neither of these two conditions

hart been realised in a single device. Thus the first

challenge eren after two deoades of efforts in research

reaalne; how to confine and heat the fuel to a suitably

high temperature, required to ignite theraonuolaar fire?

Ihe need for confinement of the plasaa

f he problea of confiaeaent and heating are also

rery auch interlinked. At the hundred Billions degrees of

teaperature necessary for fubion, the particles are norlng

at sereral thousand aeters per sec. If they touch any solid

aaterlal such as the walls of the container, they readily

lose their energy and reooabine and the plasma la lost. It

is therefore, necessary that the coxrflneaent time of the

plasaa should be much greater than the time in which energy
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i s dissipated froa plasaa. f!» rate at which the energy

is pumped into the plfcsaa for heating, should also be

faster than the rate of loss of energy.

To achieve long confinement tiae various aagnetle

field configurations hair* been proposed, such as linear

•irror machines, Tokaaaks,'Stellarators, toroidal pinches

etc. In a Magnetic field the particles are constrained to

•ore along the field lines f thus minimising the plasm lose.

However, due to the Tarioue Instabilities present in the

plasaa there i.a aa enhanced diffusion of the plasms, to the

walls. Mesas* of these instabilities i t has been difficult

to achieve adequate ceafineaent tiae la these devices. One

class of instability called 'Boha diffusion' i s nsed to

describe a confinement quality as feploted in fig*1f where

Boha diffusion occurs approximately thousand tiae faster

than the classical and the hydredynaaie diffusion, thousand

tines faster than Boha. To obtain break-eren a laactor aust

be stable for greater than 100 Boha tiaes. Reaotor with 80

Boha tiae hare been achieved^2^ in T-10 tokaaak.

The aaxiaua pressure that can be confined by the

aagnetic field is Jr/Z^t . This limit aay not be achieved

in practice, and a quantity of basic importance to fusion

physics and reactor design is the ratio J8 of the kinetic

pressure (p • 2 nkT) of plasaa ions and electrons to the

pressure of the external confining aagnetic field B. '

- 4



Low 0 -cuter* te valeee less thaa 0.01 and

"high*1 0 valv** lie between 0.1 to 1.0 (the

possible value)

The understanding of plasna confinement both

theoretically and experimentally nan progressed rapidly

over past few years to a point, where extrapolation to

break-even point in viewed with good deal of confidence.

It only remains to build and operate large devises necc»

esary to attain these conditions.

How to heat the

Let us aow briefly examine the pretest state of

reoearefe and future possibilities regarding Beating tks

plasna for reaetor epplieatioa* la varl««s devices» Is a

reactor the f< -particles produced i» Jasio* of 9 aaa T

will provide the seat to swatata tao plasae teapcrataro.

The 0^ opartieles will be trapped by the coaflalag aagao-

t l e field n l will slow dowa by colllsioas vita plasa*

partieles hcatlaf thea* However, to heat the plaaaa tei»

tlal ly so that Mslea reaction i* icaited, other aotkads

awst be «sed» Tarions plasaa heating seheass whick are

wader Investigation are listed ia Table ( f .1) .

The anin aln ef the present report i s to review

the status of plasaa heating by JBB, which i s rather a

new-eoaer in the field. Ve will therefore organise vari-

ews seetlon ot this report as foilownt



Is 0eetl<* f we fire* girt the t n u l l power

requirements for various MgBetlcally confined devices.

In Section 5 we give the present state of research Into

the auxiliary Methods of plasak hefttiag. In Section 4

then we give the vpto date wvammty of work on pl*ra*

\j BSB* Seotioe 5« eoaparea w i o v a heating

Tle-*-»A» m # •»< lt« *yplie«ti«l «• Rlrror eai

feroA4il 4«rte«ai. m • i i l » f thl* repert with fleetioa 4.

Urn llffh

Miatatle

laje*ti«a>

t
faa

lee

Tee

Yea

1—

Tea

Taa
Tea

Taa

Taa

Tea

Tea

Tea

Tea
Tea

Tea

Taa

T

Tea

Tea
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2 . HEATIWG BEQPIHBMBa'f 0 ? TARIOUS MAOMWICBH.I.T

SYSTEMS

Presently"' thr«e nagnetloally confined reactor

eysteas are considered to be highly promising, thsy are:

( i ) Magnetic alrrers; (11) fefcaaaks ant Stellaratox* ant

(111) 0-pinch devices. The power requlreaent and basic

features of these devices are as follows:

2.1 Mirror aachinoa awl linear salanold devloes

This Is an «f«a ended high j& , son self-sustai-

ning type reactor, la whleh power has to be supplied

throughout the operation *t a level Whleh Is a significant

fraction of the aet output potter. This devloe has been

under ia*estigatl«B for a loag tlae and ha* skM» a groat

IB ft slapl* •agaeUc • 1 » « < 5 ^ (f4#,2.1(a)) the

plasaa Is contalaed transverse to the aris, bceawe »f Its

Inability to diffuse at aa apyrcelaWLs rate across the •*§-

netlc l laes . the conflaeaeiit along tho axis roswlts trtm

Hi* 'mirroring* of Individual ioa orbits by convolving flsld

lines at two oats where aagaetic field utreagth i s larger

than In central regioa by ratio t , called th* w&nc+t

those linear devices baenuse of froe-*trea«lag

end lossea require lengths of the order of fcilosetcr or •«

to reach the break-even condition. Many pomibilitio*

exist for redueing tko end loss, including ead or Multiple

•irror, solid, gas or Itf end plugs



densities in such devices range froa n • 10 cm

(normal open traps) to n210 -10 * em"' (9-pinch with

linear and multlBirror traps). The energy required to

heat the plasma to 10 keV in these devices ranges upto

few tens of M j " , depending upon the assumptions aade

regarding power loss by various mechanlsas.

Plasma heating by REB for mirror and linear

solenoid devices, shows promise and will be discussed in

Section 5.2. Table 5*2.2 shows typical device and HElJ"

parameters.

2.2 Tokaaaka and Stellarators'^

These devices are the examples of low fi toroi-

dal reactors, with a plasma initially heated by ohmio

heating and then raised to ignition (and possibly susta-

ined in a steady state) by supplinentary heating aethods.

Tokaaak is essentially (fig.2.1(b)) a diffused

toroidal pinch, having a toroidal magnetic field Btorr

produced by colls, wound around the torus. Extra stabili-

ty la provided by a second magnetic field E_ o l generated

by aeans of an electric current flowing in the plasaa

itself. While in a stellarator this toroidal field is

created by external winding. This is the major difference

between Tokamak and Stellarator.

The plasma density in these devices are in the

range of 10 * cm"'. Ohmic heating have produced ion

temperature in the range of 3 keV in large tokanak. The



overall power requirement for suppllmentary heating

sohenes to reach a break-even ranges is estimated to be

about 100 MJ, depending upon the assumptions regarding

power losses. Results achieved by various heating scheaes

are discussed In Section 3.8.

2.3 yhg fl-pincft ftea.fitor

Unlike other magnetic confined devices, the

O-plnch is a high-beta device ( fi « 1) la which very

l i t t l e penetration of Magnetic field into the plasma

occurs. A pinch Is fundamentally the clmplest fuelea

devlee (flg.2.1(c)). A plasma carrying a current la

ocnflned by Hit MgMtlo field of the current Itself»

A« the current rises, the increasing megnetio f lai l eom-

presses the plasma and heats It , thus confinement ami

heating ooour together. Slnoe large currents are needed,

pinches operate only lm short pulses, the O-pinch «a«ally

haa a magnetle mirror configuration, to minimise emd-

1oasea, and can also be bend Into toroidal configuration.

She plasma density In ©-pinch i s of the order of

10 -1017 cm"' which Is two or three magnitude larger than

tokamafcs. fhere has been considerable evolution in the

design of such reactors recently, however many parameters

are s t i l l uncertain. A typical design requires 10 GJ

delivered In a programmed manner during a pulse of 100 me

overall deration with a 10 second repltltlon rate.



2.1 and 2,2 glTs parameters of ac

iaportant tokaaaks either under operation or under design

and construction stags• Tht results aofclered by Tarlous

aachinea hmri also been indicated. Table 2.3 shows the

status of rarious mirror machines working at rarlous

places whil» faWLe 2.4 shows th« status of Tarioua ••-pinch

derloes. This data has been taken from worl* surrey of

fusion facil it ies coapiled by
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3. PRESENT STATE 0? RESEARCH INTO AUXILIARY METHODS

OP PLASMA HEATING AMD FDTUBE APPLICATION'S

During last few years, the mean energy content

of plasma in fusion confinement dBvices is increasing

and the large devices* ' such as T-10, T-20, PM, JET,

TFTR, JT-60, etc. are approaching nearer break-even con-

ditions. Here we will give the status for various sche-

mes for plasma heating for break-even and reactor appli-

cations. The heating method is called a 'highgrade'

heating if plasma heating is uniform throughout the

volume and 'Lowgrade' or 'poor4 if the heating is not

uniform.

Table 1*1 shows the various methods under

investigation for plasma heating, the salient features

of these methods are discussed below:

3*1 Ohmlo Heating

In principle this is the conversion of an

electrical current into heat by passing it through a

conductor of relatively high resistance. In the tokaaak

concept this is done by inducing a current In the plasma

itself. However, as the temperature rises it becomes a

better conductor and the amount of heat generated dimini-

shes and it is wellfcnown*8' that ohmic heating alone is

unable to heat the plasma temperature, beyond 4 IteV. The

power dissipated in the plasma is givenyz" by classical



Joule Law

PoKm = X E = J m e i ) e i - 3 9 f i )

where J 1B the current density, l)ei is the electron-ion

collision frequency, n the density<find "f the plasma

resistivity, in the case of tokamak, stable magnetic

confinement requires Kruskal-Shafranov conditions to be

satisfied ( <\7-t^m\n ^1/ <\ being the safety factor),

which limits the maximum current density, and maximiB

power is given by

" RC»O [ ^ J
Jfi.
RCe»O [ ^tnm J

a a minor Radius and R major EadiuB Bi being toroidal

magnetic field.

The equation (1) can be rewritten in the form

* "Dei

where V4 is the mean drift velocity of the current

carrying electron and >MI> is the electron thermal velocity.

In order not to perturb thermal equilibrium, *J/v4h must be

sufficiently small. ?he classical joule law holds in this

case only. When iw/tMh exceeds O* 0.02 corresponding to

•y>d7Cs the ion sound speed, plasma resistivity is anomalo-

usly increased over the classical values.



3.2 Turbulent Heating

It has been demonstrated' ''* ' in a number of

diverse experiment that very effective plasma heating

results by the controlled excitation of turbulence produ-

i. " from the relative ion-electron drift in the current

either along or across the confining magnetic field.

Turbulent heating occurs when violent microntabilitiea

are excited in a plasma. Theimal equilibrium is perturbed,

large amplitude electromagnetic fluctuations are created

which give rise Stochastic deflections of particle traje-

ctories. This collective effect ie described in terms of

a large effective collision frequency ~Pt.ff which can be

f7 on 2 to 4 orders of magnitude greater than the classical

collision frequency. This increased collision frequency

gires rise to anamolous rise in resistivity and hence

heaving* This type of heading is possible for both open

and closed systems. In general heating is achieved by

passing large current parallel to E. Th.s necessary large

electric field E is applied to the plasma (a) between ele-

ctrodes in the linear devices (b) by induction in toroidal

devices.

3.3 Adiabatic compression

In this method plasma from one state is compressed

to other state and limitations of ohmic heating (of not

being able to increase the effective resistivity beyond

certain limits) can be overcome and ignition possibly can



be achieved. The plasma is supposed to go through a

succession of equilibria by varying the value of atleast

one of the components of the B field. The compression

proceeds slowly conpared with collision time but fast

compared with the energy loss time. Compression in a

toroidal device can be envisaged as following an initial

heating process such as shock heating or ohmic heating.

To the initial heating might also be added neutral inje-

ction, HF etc. before slow compression is applied. Adia-

batic heating is a part of heating in all pinch experiments,

such as 2-pinch, -©-pinch, screw pinch etc. usually after

fast non-adiabatic shock compression, which usually heats

mainly ions, the magnetic field is increased further

leading to an adiabatic compression.

The Scaling Laws of adiabatic compression follow

immediately from the assumption that the plasma is in ideal

gas with finite conductivity and are therefore completely

reversible. The adiabatic compression for 3-dimensions is

given by(9)

(4*)

where T is the temperature of plasma and n the density

of plasma. This method has been successfully applied on

ATC, ORHAK, etc. and is proposed to be used for JET, JT6O,

TFTR etc.
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3.4 Shock Heating'^' (Fast magnetic compression

heating JJ-B)

In this method the plaema is coppressed by the

shock wave created by fast rising magnetic field* In

general, in shock heating current in the plasma flows in

a direction perpendicular to the magnetic field as oppoeed

to the case in turbulent heating where current, flows para-

llel to magnetic field. Also as opposed to slow rate of

compression in adiabatic heating, the magnetic compression

of the plasma proceeds much faster rate, in shock heating

technique. This method has been applied to low density

high voltage 9-pinchee to achieve ion temperatures In the

range 10 kef and at densities of 10 ' and 101*/<Sc for p*

sec. duration plasmas.

3.5 KF Heating

The technique involves driving an oscillating

current in a plasma at a frequency for which plasma impe-

dence is high and the applied field do not disturb the

confinement. In order to have efficient coupling of rf

energy to plasma the frequency and parallel wavelength of

the driving field 1B SO chosen as to match a natural mode

in the plasma, thereby exciting a coupling resonance. The

excited rf wave or perturbation, interacts with the plasma

through various linear or non-linear processes and the wave

energy is absorbed in the plasma, thereby increasing the

temperature of the plasma.





(b) To obtain good absorption we require that

phase velocity of incident wave should match with the

thermal velocity of either electronB or ions i,e.

[_ ̂ /k-* ̂ C i = t«rt')j. This is called a Resonance,

more generally £ cJ> •=. f\ ̂ ct IK — "̂ t 1 where T\

is the integer and U)ci is the cyclotron frequency.

Thus various resonance modes result and are listed In

Table * *' 3.1 and 3.2. The actual absorption and ther-

malisation of the energy taken from wave may be by colli-

sions, by Landaue damping and at sufficiently high power

density by turbulent waves driven by the plasma. Merits

and demerits^ ' of various heating schemes are given in

Table 3.2.

Neutral Injection Heating

The most favoured technique presently for

auxiliary heating is the injection of beam of energetic

neutral H or D atoms. The main feature of this heating

method Is the transfer of energy from heavy charged

particle to the target plasma particles through colli-

sions. Energetic ions are passed through a neutrallzer

(without much change in their kinetic energy) which are

then injected across field line where they become ionised

again after collision and in essence form a source of

energetic particles to deliver energy (and possible fuel)

to the plasma. Because they are neutralised they are not

impeded by confining field from entering the target

plasma. There are three main ways in which the neutral



bean and plasma interact.

{•*•) Heating: The temperature of the plasma is

raised by injecting neutral atoms at energy Bo substan-

tially greater than the plasma temperature T and almost

all of this energy is transferred to plasma by collisions

resulting in a higher plasma temperature.

(ii) Maintaining equilibrium; The equilibrium of

plasma is modified by the particle distributions resulting

from neutral injection in a desirable way such as produ-

ction of plasma current to maintain a tokamak discharge.

(ill) Refuelling; The loes of deuterium Ions by

fusion reaction and diffusion must be compensated by inje-

ction of ions with energy So much lower than T for the

toroidal systems and with E<> approximately equal to T for

open ended systems.

The other ways^ '' in which the neutrals can be

injected into plasma are:

(a) Gas puffing: A burst of neutral gas is

injected during the discharge pulse. These have been

Buccessfully applied on Alcator, Pulsator, PLT, T-10,

TPR etc.

(b) Pellet Injection: This is an extreme form

of gas puffing. Pellet injection has been tested on

with good results.

(c) Cluster injection: Injection of neutral
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dusters in the energy range 1-10 keY is being tried on

She technology for the production of neutral

beaaw appears to be capable of providing the total heating

requirement at power level demand. The rating of indivi-

dual sources developed at Berkeley' 'is currently 50A,

20 keV, 30 me. and that at Oak Ridge is roughly 5OA,

40 keV, 300 mac. For TITR injectors in the range 60 keT

and 125 keV are being proposed with total injected power

of about 60 HW.

It has been possible to double or more the Ion

temperature by neutral beam Injection without destroying

the confinement and stability of the plasma. The Ion tem-

perature increases linearly with Injected beam power'1''.

The extension of neutral beam technology to power ^. 1 MW

during 1-10s for energies £r 200 keT ie feasible with the

existing technique; above 200 keV, a possible solution is

provided by negative ions*

Using the ion source developed at Oak Ridge (50A,

40 keV, 300 me), PIT tokamak at Princeton has recently*18^

achieved, ion temperature of 5.5 keV, the plasma density

being 4.5 x 10 en"'. The highest beam power being 2*1

KW (Four beans were used), and the ion energy confinement

time of the order of <** 25 msec.



Laser Plasma Heating;

Development of high power laser has been in

progress for inertial confinement laser-compression (ILC)

approach. However, these lasers can also find application

for: (i) ignition of steady-state toroidal reactors'1^',

(ii) generation of localised plasma in mirror systems or

toroidal systems, (ill) rapid destruction of pellets by

injecting lasers, (IT) preionlsation and preheating of

plasmas prior to adiabatic compression, etc. The principal

mechanism for energy absorption for magnetically confined

plasma of density less than the critical density is tht

inverse Brensstrahlung. The absorption length for this

prooess, for electron densities not close to cut off is' '

The laser heating of the magnetically confined

plasma column may be accomplished by directing 1he beam

either along or across the confining magnetic field. The

former method is preferable for under dense plasma, since

absorption lengths are generally larger than the plasma

diameter.

However, the efficiency of laser available at

present is very poor and maximum energy available prese-

ntly is between 10 to 100 KJ for nanosecs durations.



For heating magnetically confined plasma estinated

laser energy ie 100 HJ; for a duration of the order of

few

Plasma Heating by Ion Beams:

Recently, pulse sources of very intense

(^Glgawatt) ion beans have becone available. It has

been proposed to use these for heating magnetically

confined' ' plasmas. The technology required for this

is in an early stage of development, but being quite siml-

lar to that used tor RBB, offers a good possibility of its

suocess.

Status of various aethods:

Table 3.2 and Table 3«? show the status of

various methods of heating and their applicability to

breakeven and future reactors aystens.

Presently x, the neutral beam heating seems to

hold the greatest promise for breakeven and research app-

lication. Quite encouraging results are also coming up

from RF heating experiments and RF heating seems to b* to*

second beet heating methods.

Amongst various RF heating techniques, lower

hybrid heating has been most successful. This scheme on

the Petula*"' device in Grenoble has been able to aoaiev*

temperature of 1-2 Ice? and proper choice of wave guide

structures a power of the order of 1 MW was injected



the plasma. Lower hybrid heating Is being tried on

variouB devices mich as T5"H, PLT, JET, JT-6O e tc .



Table 3.1

Classification of the R.F. Heating Processes and
Various Sources available for R.F. Heating of Plasma

Physical Mechanism

Parametric processes

- Electron plasma resonance

- Upper hybrid resonance

- Electron cyclotron resonance
(ECBH)

Parametric processes

- Ion plasma resonance

- Low hybrid mode (LHRH)

Ion cyclotron resonances at 2VC±
(ICRH) and Ycj. (the ion cyclotron
frequency)

Electron (Transit Time Magnetic
Pumping) (T.T.M.P.)

Ions T.T.M.P.

Shear Alfen wave

Frequency
band width

3.1O14 Hz
3.1012

3.1011

2.5 GHz

1.5 GHz

0.75 GHz

100 MHz

40 MHz

0,1-1 HHs

High power source

Laser

Presently no C.V.
source. New deve-
lopment gyratron
in USSR.

Hillimetric sources
in USA (magnetron)

Klystron

Magnetron

Triode

Tetrode

fast rotating
machines

Note: Source efficiency at present for frequencies upto few GHz i s 50%



Table 7.2

Characteristics of the Heating Processes

KATOKB Ot THE HRATWO

Turbulent Heating

Shock Heating

Adiabatlc toroidal
heating

Low frequency R.J.
heating T.T.M.P.
(Transit time
pumping)

tow frequency X.F.
heating at CJs-«cJti

a • t 2

***ei" being ion cyclo-
tron frequency.

High frequency R.F.
heating « t w - t*2&*

*OA« « Lower Hylriek
frequency.

MERITS

The required energy can
be provided by an extra
polation of existing
condenser technology.
High-grade heating is
achieved.

- do -

-Reduction of plasma-
wall interaction*.

-Sffeet on the «neogy
l i fe time.

-The wave energy i s
transferred to Ti
in a l l the plasma
volume.

-»o interaction wit*
the external lew den-
s i t y plasma she l l .

-flood eff iciency.
(60 '*"*90Jf)l

-Saerfy transferred to
the leu , bmt la the
perpendicular dlre-
ctioa.

-Excellent coupling.
low ratio of refle-
cted power.

-Energy transferred to
lens in the perpendi-
cular direction.

-low cost of the R.y.
energy.

DEMERITS

-Overall efficiency 50*
-Cost of energy storage
could be high.

-The vacuum wall of fee
reactor must have insu-
lating gaps capable of
withstanding high fields

- do -

-Method difficult t» W
applied to the tfcerao-
auclear reactor.

"Difficulties t i th the
R.V. coupling systea.-Obligation to put the
«.». coil iiMld* ta*
linear ta the large
aaehines.

-Risk of excitation af
parametric instabili-
t ies .

-MfflewlUes to heat
large volume.

-Risk to heat the peri-pherla of the dense
plasma.production of
supra thermal Ions.

-Risk of spattering •><
recycling.

-For low Btor *&* «<*»P-
llng coils ar* put
inside the vessel.

-The energy in the pre-
sent experiment i s
the outer part of the
dense plasma.

-Risk of parametric
instabilities.

-Sputtering and recyc-
ling.



Table 3.2(contd.)

NATURE OF HEATING

Very high frequency R.F.
beating at tPs: (*DOL

U>e* electron cyclotron
frequency

Laser Plasaa Heating

Neutral bean injection

BBS Heating

Ion Bean Heating

MERITS

-low sputtering coeffi-
eient.

-Good efficiency.
-Control of ?e and
possible.

-Useful for «irror and
toroidal derlces.
-Mo internal hardware
necessary.
-Access holes into rea-
ctor could be <*>• 10 ca
diameter (by contrast
to neutral beams)

-The bean energy is
deposited inside the
plaaaa. The penetra-
tion depth depends on
the envrgy of the bean.

-Power required repre-
sents credible exten-
sion of existing tech-
nology.
-Theoretically and ex-
periaentally effective
plan* heating has been
demonstrated in aaall
cxperiarats.
-Could be used for stea-
dy state toroidal or
•irror devices.

technology still develo-
)ing, but the extent!ion
of present aay technolo-
gy quite feasible.

IEMEHTS

-Necessity to heat sepa-
rately the ions.

-Presently no existence
of high power, C.W.,
•illiretric sources.

-MHD equilibrium to
devices needs study.

-Incomplete lonisatlon of
pellet could greatly en-
hance the background gas
pressure.
-Low conversion and coup*
ling efficiency.

-Cold gas flow of the
source.

-Sputtering fro* wall.
-Instabilities at high
energy level.
-Heed of C.V. sources of
high power with good
efficiency.

-Problea of Transport of
RBB along and perpendi-
cular to B.

-Development of High power
long duration RBB pulses
necessary.

Similar to REB



St»tu» ct various Methods and their reactor applicability

S.iTo.

1.

2 .

3 .

4 .

5 .

6 .

7.

e.

9 .

10.

System

Oas puffing

Pellets injection

Clusters

a) Neutral Inje-
ction < 200 keV
with (D+ Ions
as source)

b) fil> 200 keV
(IT Ion)

Ohralc Heating

Adiabatle

BF Heating
a) TTKP ,
b) IOEP

c) LHR
d) EORH

Laser Beans

Ion Beans

FEE

Grade of
Heating

' -

low

low

high

high

high

high
high
high
high

-

high

high

Raise*
Density

Tes

poor

Ho

Tes

No
No
Ho
Ho

Yes

Ho

Ho

Technology

Developed

Developing

Developing

Developing

Developed

Developing

Developing
Developing
Developing

Developing

Developing

Developing

Breakeven
possible

Possible

T

?

Poeeible

Possible

Possible T

Poesible

Possible
Possible
Possible
Possible

Possible

Possible

Reactor
application

Possible

Possible

Poesible

Possible

Possible 1

Possible

Possible

Possible

Status

eited. Goo4 results obtained or. Alcater,
Pulsator, ATC, T?R, PIT, T-10 etc .

Preliminary gocd results of CRKAK

ot yet tested, but being planned to he
tried on TFR, ASDZ. Hot only fuel but
• i l l give srae eeergy to plasza In the
range 1-10 keV.

Sood. dkX energy <£ 100 keV. Tested or.
many toroidal and linear devices.
Neutral beans E^ 200 keV, needs further
:echaologlcal developnent. SeTolcpnent i s
A progress in LEt, LLL and CRNL In USA

and OSSE and Trance. Present empht-Rls at
OEKI i s 40 to 80 IceV systeiw for PUT, I S ,
>DX m i 80 to 200 leV systea for IPTT and

TSS tokanalcs. Recently PLT hac achieved.
using neutral bean source aade at GF&T.
(501, 40 kV, 500 as) ion tenperature of ,
5.5 keT for plasna density of 4.5 x 10'' ca"
and confinement time of 25 as. Highest
warn power of 2.1 HW was injected. This
technique hold a good proolse for reactor
applications. The technique wi l l be used
for JET, JT-60, T-10, etc.

Tested but limited to lover temperature
—-1 keT. Tried on almost all the tokaoakr
and stellarators.

Tested. Good remits on ATC. Proposed
to b» used on JET, TJTR, JT-60 e tc .

tried on many devices in USA and USSR and
Europe proposed to be used on TFR, JET,
JT-60, T-10, PLT, Some good points, some
bad points.

Hot tested on large devices. Needs
development,

Technology developing tried on small devi-
ces, holds a good promise for future toka-
•aks and reactor application.

Tried on small linear devices. Some expe-
riments on toroidal devices. Powerful
sources available, holds a great promise
for future linear mirror aaehines and
tokamaks. Reactor application possible.



4. PLASMA HEADING BY RELATIYISTIC EIECTRON BEAM

4.1 Introduction

The interest ̂ 25 ̂' *24^ in the intense relativistic

electron beam (REB) as a means of plasmt; heating arises

because REB is a medium with high energy density, capable

of carrying large powers with a prospect of rapid heating

throughout the plasma. Development in pulsed power techno-

logy hare led to very powerful electron beams in the energy

range of 0*5 to 15 MeV with total beam powers in the range

of 101*

joules*

of 10 *~ watt and energy per pulse exceeding few mega-

There are two possibilities in which REB can be

used to heat the plasma to thermonuclear temperature. The

first is the heating method proposed by Winterberg^ *' and

ZavajskiJ^ ', in which a small pellet of D-T mixture is

heated by collective absorption of focussed beam. This

scheme is similar to inertial confinement scheme proposed

for laser beams. In the second method REB can be used to

heat the relatively low density plasma (10 -102{) cm"') con-

fined by magnetic field. ,In the inertial confinement case

the efforts are directed towards the development of beam

generators capable'of producing the required high power

(r^io * watts and short pulse 10 sec) electron beams and

focussing of such a beam onto a small target. On the other

hand, in a magnetically confined systems, it is the total

energy rather than power that matters, so long as the beaa

pulse duration is less than the energy loss time of the



confinement system.

4.2 Summary of the Physics of Beam-Plasma Interactions

Plasma heating by REB is a complex and rapidly

developing area of research, both theoretically and experi-

mentally. The question centers around the rate of energy

transfer from REB to plasma. Sreizman and Ryutov* '' have

reviewed various mechanisms responsible for plasma heating*

Experiments have demonstrated repeatedly very large energy

deposition by REB into plasma which cannot be explained by

classical collisions. It is therefore generally believed

that collective processes are responsible for heating of

the plasma. The collection processes due to various micro-

instabilities in the plasma have been classified into

several nicies and their typical characteristics are given

in Table 4.1.

the beam instability development time is normally

very small compared to both the beam injection time and

the characteristic time for variation of plasma parameters.

Thus it is important to solve the problem of the steady-

state Injection of the beam into the plasma and find out

the steady state oscillation spectrum, and then see the

effect of these oscillations on plasma parameters such as

temperature, density etc.

The quasilinear approximation has been applied to

the above problem, by various authors* /tV 3/. ItB app-

licability is highly restrictive and in most cases the



non-linear interaction of the waves has to be considered.

The non-linear theory is only just emerging and many of

the results obtained need further elucidation.

(a) Quasi-linear Theory

Physically, the interaction between beam electron

• (e) and plasma electrons finds its origin in the fact that

waves can propogate in the plasma that have the same phase

velocity as waves propogating on the beam. The coupling

between these waveB causes them to grow, extracting energy

from the beam. This is because the tine averaged kinetic

energy of a beam is lowered when the beam Telocity is modula-

ted by ware with a phase Telocity below the beam velocity.

To satisfy conservation of momentum, oscillation of plasma

partloles are necessary to carry away the momentum lost by

the beam. Therefore, the plasma electrons (or ions) must

oscillate in phase with beam electrons, BO that bean plasma

waves must have same frequenoy and wave number.

The linear dispersion relation for e-e two stream

instability Is given by'2"

a- a.
i - ig£ - _^fib_k ; , = o (i)

U)pfe and cOpe are beam and plasma frequencies respecti-

vely, f , the relativistic factor, given by

"Y = C | - p) and B s vet- of begin _ <\*/c
r VeJ- O f li3hi '



This equation ie deduced for electrostatic waves

of the form ex/»Cl'ttt^o)t)3 from the linearised equations

of motior and continuity and the Poisson equation. It is

valid for a monoenergetic beam in an infinite beam plasma

system without magnetic field. Solving equation (1) for

as a function of real values of K , we find cenjugate pair

of complex solution of to near LOf* . A non-zero imaginary

part of to denotes a wave growing in amplitude with time*

The growth rate and phase velocity of the most unstable

is given by y

( " 5 (2)

... (3)

The fact that the beam is relativietlc appears

through y , it reduces the growth rate. This model does

not take into account the effect of finite radius of bean

and plasma, magnetic fields, and electromagnetic effects*

For most beams of interest S> is of the order of 0.1tO/>«.

This means that the amplitude of unstable wave increases

by a factor of 10 every 4 plasma period. It will soon

reach a region where non-linear effects dominate and the

amplitude saturates. Thode'29' has analysed this problem

in great detail„ It has been shown^9' that the maximum

growth rate for a heold" beam satisfying (f^i/n^) '

i = 15 ^ s l



where T7* and Tif. are the bean and plasma deneities

respectively, ymc^the bean electron energy,
w> ) ' t i s the plaima frequency, and <f> is this

angle of wave vector K with respect to beaa propogation

direction. A beaa is cold when

c

where <£n*n i s parallel Telocity spread, either due to

beam energy spread £±E or the spread in angle of beaa

electron Telocity vector relative to beaa direction repre-

sented by the Bean angle* 8 . If the beaa is not cold,

then the growth rate i s given by* '^

where Hi • 1*1 «•*+ and i t i s aamiaed

and Freeh ̂ 31^ also obtain siailar results for

strong beaas in these two limits. Thode and Godfrey'"'

have calculated the growth rates for the ease when aagnetic

field i s present and in which case other instabilities are

also present. Their results also coapare well with the

above growth rates.

In order to calculate the enargy transfer rat*

froa the beaa electron to plasaa on* has to first derive

the appropriate dispersion relation and find out the growth

rates of Tarlous Instabilities. Once the growth rat* la



known the energy transfered from bean to the plasma la

shown"'' to be proportional to a £ w where <f is the

instability growth rate and "W is the ware Intensity

amplitude. The estimation of ware intensity has been done

as follows.

(b) Calculation of wave intensity

A number of authors(23)f(29)»(51>»<34) h a T e predi-

cted the maximum intensity to which the unstable wares

grow in the two stream instability phase of interaction.

The quantity of interest Is the ratio of maximum electric

field energy density at saturation to the initial energy

"W = 2

Theoretical calculations for W hare followed two

nodela. In the f irst the ware speotrum Is assumed broad

enough In K-space to justify a quasi-linear analysis

Fulnberg et al^** obtained:
'/i V

p) if Y

an4 W = 1 if r O A )

Rudakor^ •* attempted a more careful analysis on linear

instability of beam with angular spread in velocities but

arrived at somewhat similar estimates. Breizman and

Rytor(23) include the effectB of plasma density rariation



•long the beam propogation direction. If the scale

length of density Tarlatlon i-iatisflee c/to£ <r oi "nt/ftt>Y

then again similar valuer? of W are predicted. In the

second model the unstable spectrum is assumed narrow.

Kovtun and Ruhadkze*"' approximate It by a single large

amplitude ware propogating in the beam direction. This

approximation 1B good for beam with snail spread In

The background plasma was treated In linear approximation.

They predict W - 0.196/B C *"'/•• )'* for rCnt/i+fec i

Matslborxo et al^28* extended this model one stage further

by computing the beam particle notion numerically and

treating the plasma as a linear dielectric in the manner

similar to non-relatirietic calculations of 0*11611 et a l ' " ' ,

The electric field energy was computed as a function oty

and TU/*Hf, ~ I is )t /o * and W was found to hare

maxlmem at y • 13.50 Numerical calculation with one

dlBenalonal particle simulation code hare been performed

by Thode and Sudan™"' and Toeper and Pouekey™ ' . Toeper

and PouScey*38* inreBtigate the region Y (m faf) *-<• L

analytically and obtain

W r : Vk p Y C n J 8

results of one dimensional simulation indicate that W has

a maximum of — 0,10 for relatiristlc beams. Thode and

Sudan'''' showed that V ie a function of a single parameter

and W- ± S t 1+



for at least S * 5. It has been shown ' that the energy

loss rate for beam electrons is proportional to Jl &VT

where £ is the instability growth rate given earlier.

Thode has extended the non-linear model of two stream

instability for scattered beam. For the scattered bean,

at the saturation of the two stream instability, the beas

energy loss / \ E is given by

AE z= hbYtnc^An/nb) F . . . 0°)

urfh F = (Y«/Y)S 5

The factor F is between 1 and 5/2 and quantity

ia the fraction of the beam electron which can be consi-

dered as nonoenergetic in the presence of angular scatter.

Thode V 7 / has found the scaling of ratio of the Maximum

plasma energy density (W ) to the beam kinetic energy

density (Wo) to be
.ma*

where T~ is the beam duration in microseconds. The

ratio ^ * \ /yyt varies between 1.0 for a completely

cold beam and 0.15 for a severely scattered beam.

(c) Calculation of Interaction Length

In the framework of quaeilinear theory, the

interaction length over which the two stream instability

can evolve into non-linear stage (also known as beam



stopping length) has been given by Rudakov" ' as

5* ;* /» fps

where EBax is the ware energy density at saturation and

E. i s the initial ware energy density.

For Tl̂  as. / o n c*^1/ f i Cr_ few e»s and

114 « 1012 c«"5 with any Man ^ 9 > l« s*all co^ared

with t-/ W ,̂, an extreaely saall length. In fact It i s

unreasonably short length since the wars energy density

used to derive i t i s sufficiently large so that the weak

turbulance approxiaatlon used In i t s derivation i s invalid.

Thode'*'' has derived the expression for interaction

length aeeoaing lnteraotion to be hydrodyaaaie and i s given

4 x i o Ynfc54 00

T. Tajaa^9' has studied BBB heating of a dense plasaa

through the two stress instability, A large amplitude

beaa-plasBa wave exoited by lnduoed waves of wide wave-

nunber speetrua at low phase velocities through secondary

paraaetrio processes» the ooaplleated aode coupling of

the beaa-plasaa wave into low phase velocity waves and

their saturation has been described in terns of sollton



formation. The expression for stopping length is given

The theoretical plasma group at Novosibirsk, USSR,

ha» done extenslre study on wars bean heating and concluded

that for a low density beam, non-linear scattering of ele-

ctron plasma wares by ici determines the wave saturation

level and hence the heating rate of

lib < a 5 x JO5 Yfj*©)* 0 s)

the length over which a beam will lose most of its energy

is

L n C c " O = Z x i o V n p ^ / j b T e * . . . . 6 0

7e is electron teaperature in keV.

5.2.2 e/i mode or Return Current Interaction

It is well knowny^J> that upon Injection of a

into a plasaa an axial electric field is induced that acce-

lerates plasma electrons in a direction against the bean.

The induced electric field is due to the sudden appearance

of large quantity of negative charge in the plasna or

equivalently one can say that the rapid change in current

causes a <4 &$ /^t where Q̂ , is the aeimuthal



magnetic field associated with the axial current. The

axial electric field is then given by Maxwell's law as:

This rising electric field drives a plasma current

opposite to beam current. This is known as •return current1,

which neutralizes the beam self magnetic field. For a

collisionles8 plasma, when "H* < nt> and tJ>(k« o-fo^yl

where ^4 is the beam velocity and o~ the beam radius,

this return or neutralization current ie virtually complete

throughout the beam cross-section. This result holds with

the applied magnetic field present, as well as without, so

long as cJjb* %, cfc?' where ojem.-= *- Go/m is the

cyclotron frequency of plasma electrons in applied field Bo.

Since a plasma is not collisionless the induced

plasma current diffuses out of beam channel. This has been

shown *57^ to occur on a time scale T • £ a^vfc/ £o/»«;xJ "ZJ.

where % — â - is the momentum transfer collision frequency

of the plasma electrons.

The coupling between beam and plasma is most easily

described by the law of conservation of momentum.

= o . . . .

Hence the plasma drift velocity V/,4 will be-U*



If the drift velocity exceeds Ion-sound velocity

C% and Tc 5y Ti * n e l o n acoustic Instability will occur

the frequency of turntable wave &1 and i ts growth rate«fj

•re given by

toj ss Csk -for 1*3 £ C0|>;

dl r (

where C*pi = C"' rfm &*} i s ion plasma frequency,

and ifc ie the mean eleetron drift velooity*

When drift velocity becomes larger than the

eleetron thermal plasaa velocity fity, •=.(kT*f'*t) 3

Bunenan instability (two stream instability between plasma

electron and ions) will take place (Suneman**0' 1958, 1S$9i

Hsmberger and Friedman^1/ 1966) For the wave which has a

maxima growth rate, Its frequency CJ>e growth rate^ana the

wave number kg are given by** '

* - JS

e =

In these instabilities, unstable waves grow exponentially

with tlae and their amplitude be cose very large. Vhen the

wave aapiitnde* are sufficiently large, they will act upon

the plasma electrons as effective eollialeas*. ead the pi

reelstlvlty will be anomalously largir «aa>to wme partlel*



- '1 'j

Interaction. This 1B exactly similar to turbulent heating

of plasma except that driving electric field i s provided by

E-beanu

l e t the net current, beam current and plasma

current be denoted by Inet» *b« a n d *p* respectively, than

the res ist ive energy loss i s obtained as a difference bet-

wee* the work done by beam and the magnetic field energy

di If, R = ^ Ib ** «tt - ^ i InA £,)

where the plasma column resistance per unit volume is R

and L is the inductance of beam, plasma and container system

per unit length. 0 » L Inet is the net flux linked by the

beam. It la assumed that the beam is completely neutralised

that le Inet • Ij) + Ip • 0. Since the changes in HBB velo-

city are negligible and if there is no loss of beam by sca-

ttering or instability, then Ib is constant and

= I wet
"r

— L

return current has completely decayed away. A reasonable

Halting value of the net current of a propogating beam is

the Alfven-lawson critical current Ie * WOO fly, since

larger current will take severe magnetic pinching. The

tine required for the net current to reach I n e t » Ic when

Ib > Ic is approximately Tdc/Ib)« This is always shorter



time than beam energy deposition by binary collieions

between beam electrons aM plasma particles for beams and

plasmas of interest. How much shorter depends upon

whether it is due to coulomb collisions or is enhanced by

the presence of microturbulance due to instabilities. This

microturbulance must be low frequency if it is to affect

and can occur either parametrically as a result of e-e mode

coupling or due to instabilities generated by relative drift

between plasma electrons and ions resulting from return

current flow. The interaction length for return current

Instabilities can be estimated as

where It is beam pulse duration. The interaction length

varies directly with effective collision time 7C if 1<-T(rYlt>)

as assumed. The magnetic energy .i- LIn^ also ultimately

ends up in plasma heating by chmic dissipation. However,

this process can take a much longer time than the dissipa-

tion during the beam pulse, since instabilities have presu-

mably become much weaker r>r even stabilized.

The relative importance of two-stream instability

versus return current heating is a function of beam and

plasma parameters, but generally speaking large

should favour return current heating(~ ?/]/ •=

and i)~NYt , N being no. density of electrons per unit

length and Yt is the classical electron radius.J



Por relativistic two-stream interaction a higher /

beam in desired rather thi*i with higher 7/y beam.

Yong's* ' calculations give the level of e/i

waves amplitude necessary to saturate the e/e instability

and thus provide the plasma with dc resistivity. A maximum

interaction length can be deduced from the dc resistivity.

L Ccrri) ^ 4-2- X IO -f [Y- l) oj^(iXB J / j p Tb . . fa

where Jp is plasma return current density in kA/cm and

np - ne + ni*

Ike remaining macrosooplo collective interaction

processes are based upon the large self-fielda and trans-

verse pressure of the beam. If the beam is injected Into

low pressure neutral gas, then until the gas is turned into

a plaema the beam self-electric and magnetic fields can

build up, greatly modifying the characters of the beam-

plasma interaction after gas breakdown. Por example,

magnetic self-pinching has been observed to heat ions and

electrons. Similarly, if an intense beam is injected into

a plasma or neutral gas with substantial fraction of its

energy in the transverse direction, its transverse press-

ure can exceed the confining pressure of the applied field.

This non-equilibrium situation can result in the generation

of large amplitude magnetosonic waveB which can heat both

ions and electrons. Such expansion waves can. be driven



by a imitating beam or by hot plasma, if for example,

the plasma electrons are strongly heated by some instabi-

lity mechanism (e.g. e/e two stream) in time short compared

to characteristic plasma expansion time. The advantages of

rotating beam configuration are discussed in the next

section.

4,2.3 ?lasma Heating with Rotating^4^ BEB

An advantageous configuration for plasma heating

with REB utilizes an annular beam rotating about the guide

magnetic field. The rotation of the beam 1B achieved by

first passing the beam through a cupsed magnetic field

before entering the uniform guide field. This configura-

tion has three advantages:

(i) The anomalous stopping power (inverse of

stopping length) of the plasma to the

beam is enhanced over that of a non-rota-

ting beam by a factorft e/\>n)\ Cc~ UtJ-** t/?'«t

and \>£/ is the axial velocity of electrons.)

This faotor in practical situation can be

made quite large.

(li) Beam energy can be coupled directly to

the ions by cross-field current.

(ill) Coupling mechanisms are classical and

complete; the theoretical coupling effi-

ciency is 100#.



Experiments are in progress^ ' to test this concept at

the University of California, U.S.A*

4.3 Bevlew of Experimental Work

After the availability of intense HEB, around mid

1960s, various experimental studies on beam propogation

characteristics in plasma and initially neutral gases,

were reported. The energy transfer efficiency t^ can

only be calculated when the energy content of the plasma

is measured. They cannot be lnfered from the total beam

energy lose, because the beam may be scattered and lost on

the walls. If the Wp, is the plasma energy and "Wi the

beam energy, ^ is given by

1 i*lb c Tb

where l-t> i s the plasma length and CTfc the bean length.

Thodev " haB analysed and reviewed the results on beam-

plasma energy coupling by various workers* Taking into

account the beam scattering by the foil most of the experi-

ment follow the scaling law given below.

- (L~*)Xlo Ufa QCb^) An = fie kit.

And the specific energy transfer is given by:



This experimental value of ^/Lp agrees with theoreti-

cal estimates of energy transfer due to beam excited insta-

bil i t ies at the electron plasma frequency.

In the experiment of Altynstev™*' et al 2-3 MeV,

10 kA, 50 ns electron taam (Iv<cl c) was injected into 3 m

long magnetic-mirror confined hydrogen or argon after glow

plasma of the density range 10 -10 Vcm"'. The anode foil

was 50 ff-m titanium. The bean density was Ylfc •> 10 cm"*'.

The interaction was found to be strongest, when the beam

plasma density were comparable, with most of the energy
12 %

failing to reach the end of the system. At 10 cm

diamagnetle Hoop indicated 10# of the directed beam energy

to be converted to transverse particle energy. Where the

rest of the energy went i s unknown. 10# of the energy equa-

l ly distributed along the plasma particles corresponds to

tens of keV per electron-ion pair. Pig.4.1(a) shows the

scaling of the temperature aa a function of r u / i^p for

various scattered angles. Dashed lines are for

and Solid line for ZITL CC 'Ylb/Ylf, C W,*. c<mst.? .

Abratoshitov et al^6^ and Arzhannikov et a

followed the work of Altyntsve^5) e t ĝ  With a more com-

plete diagnostic experiment, but s t i l l 1̂  £c I c . In

particular at 10 * cm , Thomson scattering was used to

obtain the plasma transverse electron temperature ~Te .



The resultant ?2frTe was about six tines smaller than

infered from diamagnetle loop. The beam parameters were

1 MeV, 5 kA, 50 ns. The mirror confined plasma waB created

by PIG discharge. Plg.4.1(b) shows the scaling of plasma

temperature. The dashed lines are for

ATX~ o *sC**/**>
Solid l ine shows /^.Ti (X" ' ^ t /^t> C

Similar experiments with strong beams hare been
(4 a)

performed by Kapetanakos and Hammer^ ' by injecting a

20-40 kA, 400 keV, 50 ns beam into 40 cm long mirror confi-

ned after low hydrogen or helium plasma in the density

range 1011-101* cm"5. 7ig.4.1(c) shows the scaling law as

t - O » C*t/-*0(*-n/"6)(Y''?'»<c'l-vl& solid l ine
,. (tv*»M?5iiiiiiar results were reported by

Miller and Kuswa"°'. They also observed soft X«*xftya at

lower plasma density confining the presence of substantially

heated electrons. They also made f irs t Mention of sagneto-

sonlc osc i l l a t ions ' ' .

In the experiment of Ekdhal^51^ et al a beam of

10-60 kA, 350 keV, 60 ns, ( 26/r<:'=
 J / t ~3 J was injected

into ful ly ion^aed plaama in the density range 10 -SciO1'

cm'. The midplane magnetic f ie ld in this 1.6 m long expe-

riment was typically 2.7 KG. The coupling efficiency was

upto 20$. There was substantial ion heating,, which was

reported to be due to magnetoeonic waves and ion sound

turbulence due to return current. Fig.4.1(d) shows the



scaling of temperature as a function of parameter

for various scattering angles; the dashed lines

^ IS n6/r\f, C*>-*(r\t,)(Y-,)<r»c\ The solid line

Table 4«1* shows' '' plasma temperature and

efficiency obtained in some of the experiments.

Table 4.2 shows* ' the experiments grouped

according to efficiency. Here the measure of local nesting

is given by Q-=. "v . /wt where VV/k is the —•»•!**&<*

plasma energy and "Wo the initial energy. To obtain *

measure of overall efficiency, the difference due to beam

pulse length are removed to yield an effective heating rate

. Theoretically*52^ 4"= ̂ A * — /*9-««'

is the maximum heating rate, which could be measured by

measuring AQ by diaoagnetio loop during the beam pulse*

If dlamagnetio signal is obtained cr 10"6 sec. after the

beam passage then <2==- ̂ ft- where L la the system

length.

The experiment)?! can be classified into two groups

according to the target plasma and value of "9/y

(i) Mlly ionised target plasma in which £ —,'b — fa

(ii) Partially ionised plasma in which 4 — ' ° 7

In the neutral gas or in fully ionised plasma

the magnitude of measured heating is conaistant with the

predictions of quasi-hydrodynamic theory. However, In

the case of partially ionised gas, the efficiency is grea-



tly reduced. At present the source of greatly reduced

efficiency for a partially preionlsed target plasma is

not clear. However, i t appears that in the number of

experiments, spatial density gradient on the length scale

of the bean relaxation, Lrx , can be formed in 5-7 as.

Such a density gradient would tend to greatly reduce the

coupling efficiency as observed.

In recent experiment Hammer* T / et al here been

able to achieve bean energy transfer to plasma in the

range of 2-7X/m over most of the density range tested

5x1O13/om3 to 1.5x1O15/cm?. the plasm* heating could be

explained quantltlvely by the use of non-linear treatment

of e-e two streams instability la kinetic region, fhey

have also shown that the wave energy transfer rate daring

the later stage of interaction increases linearly with

plasma temperature

<{E - 31

IT

Thus as the plasma heats, the coupling efficiency increa-

ses* This implies that the nee 02 /usec pulses beam should

be advantageous for heating plasmas in a long solenoid

system of the type suggested bj Benford^* ' «fc-aOL.

In other recent experiment by J.2>»

et al , a fully ionised plasma column, was? heafa with MSB.
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The plasma heating was dominated by the beam-plasma two

stream interaction, demonstrating a scaling of energy

deposition with beam to plasma density ratio and the angu-

lar beam scattering in accordance with the theoretical

model of the two stream instability. The beam plasma ener-

gy transfer exceeding 25# and plasma electron temperature

of 600 e? were observed.

Table, 4.3 gives the world surrey of various KEB

experiments, their results and future plans.

In summary it can be concluded that the relati-

vist! c beam plasma Interaction depends on (1) Diode

voltage (<T Y ), (2) Beam Current <Kjr), (3) Poise dura-

tion tl (heating efficiency increase with'fc ), (•) Beam-

to plasma density retio tpt f*tp , (5) External magnetic

field 6 , (6) Electron ion collisions, (7) Initial tempe-

rature of plasma (heating efficiency increases with Initial

plasma temperature), (8) Boundary conditions including both

radial and axial plasma density gradients and (9) Anode

foil scattering.

All the beam-plasma interaction experiments

reported so far have observed substantial plasma heating

which cannot be explained by binary coulomb collisions and

hence imply the presence ot one or more collective mecha-

nism. The results of some of the experiments* *' Indicate

the presence of (e-e) two stream instability particularly

at Lower plasma density. Other experiments^9^* ̂ 51*» ̂ 54*

seem to imply return current heating. In all the experi-
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Matt both •echanlaN could hav« been pr@aeat. One of

th# difficulty in interpreting tioat of the «cp«rl»«nt»l

remits la tih« lack of d«tall«d local MasusvMBt of

piaasa condltloni after the beaa lnjeotlon and henoe

proper care la oeoeasary in Interpreting the experimen-

tal result•.
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Table 4.1

Collectlre Mechanism

Microscopic Macroscopic

(i) electron-electron (e-e)
node most dominant

( i i ) Beam electrons interact
with plasma electrons
exciting large amplitude
plasma wares which are at
saturation (Two-stream
instability;

( i l l ) The excited ware dissi-
pates i ts energy either
by r«£tiole trapping or
Lancmii damping into the
planma.

(i) electron-ion (s-i)
mode most dominant

(ii) Effect is unique to
the beam.

(ill) Bean drives the return
ourrent which gives rise to:
(a) lon-Acoustio (I-A)

instability when Ti<cT,'
and UUrW -* U*P>
This (I-A) node heats
ions.

(b) Boneaan instability
when *<>; V

(IT) Beam Energy.goeg *% wares

Plasma g° e B

electrons and ions.

(T) Other modes
(a) electron plasma ware
(b) electron cyclotron

ware
(c) upper hydride waTe
(d) lower hydride ware
(e) parametric wares etc*

This heats electrons.

(lv) When beam is interacting
with neutral or partially
ionised gas, large electric
field exiBts if beam is not
fully charge neutralised.
Presence of this large field
changes interaction mechanism.

(v) If the beam has transverse
component of velooity ( "
then this gives rise to.
magnetosonic waves.



table (27),

She magnitudes of physical parameters la HEB-heated plasma
experiments&1*. U$ • •blb'fe » <£• energy transfer from
beam to plaaaa.

et al.

Tan Derendtr^1) et a l .

Ekdahl'

Goidenbaum^27^ et al

Xapetanakos*48' et al

Miller(*9\ laavm

Xlok(49) et al

**- and

2x10^

650

250

50

80

100

5

50

100

'SxiÔ

2x1O3

3x1O3

300

400

300

240

400

500

T

2000

1000*

100

800

1000*

6000*

600*

• beam pulse duration

• beam roltage

a ion plasma frequency

16

10

1

5

co

I



Table 4.2

Measure

Bxperiwmt

Bkdabl<51) et a l .

Prono*54* at a l .
(SI).

Miller<49J et a l .

of Efficiencies of Haas* Heating Experiments

Total Beast
Energy

100-5000 J .

265 J

3 J

34 W
58 kJ

15 kJ

Slasaa
larget

Partially
ionised

lol ly
ionised

lolly
ionised'

Ventral gas
Partially
ionised

Tartially
ionised

i
10 7

4x108

10'

10 7

2x1O7

to7

0.1-2.0

0.64

0.10

10

10

16

1

^ , i

qi

1



Country

C««ehoalOY».kl* SIBSX
« 0 0 J)

30

Japan

Ib*

U.S.A.
(i) CojtWjl

w»

<U) fcbatrgn 2

130

80

t» of
Spftoa
Tokyo

VII
(2.5 U )

»7II

(10 M)

IB)
bit «•

Vcrld Surrey of rmtlaat 8KB Szparlawit* for Flasaa Seating

0.5

M) ?hob«» O.J 0 . }

0,5

i.J

1.5

0.5

70

20 1.5

100 1

SO

SMC

n

1 . *

2

30

2.5

1.5

1.3

1.5

1.4

1.5

1.5

150

25-M

400

400

1.25

1.0

1.0

0 . 8

70

TO

110

TO

2,5

5

2f

- 1.J

4

1

15.

1.2 10

Source
Remarks

JKS5L...
naan 2x10'

7.0

S.5 I uk a x . 2x1013

Inn
pr
pl

ir piu-

•xio

101*

- W

7.3 J-ptnta -1

t-TUMk

14

1̂4

Op«r»tlng tince 197*. Turtul»nt
tectlac by ESP observed.n*t 1}
= s> i c? l « i ' / » 1

 1Q ,
«t ; l t m deuit; 10 * tTi n i
bt«a current 10 U obsarrcd.
fc loa: InT«atig»tiOD of

Sichiniim.
(1) Study of injection of SEt

into toroidal plxak. Be»-
tli* ohttrr«a by di«B*cBt-
tto loop.
fatnr« pl«n: Conatmctlon of
Abb«« II (10 W) «n4 ?hob.«
III (SO U) for itudy of RIB
katine MehaaiiB

(U) R i m h«»tln« (tudlM «nd
•tmdy of Kiorevar* aaiaaloa.

•tttdy of t- r>l*aa» i.nt«!«etloii.
Oooa plust. tttlBg obt«rrtd.
Tatur* cl»g; Aj of RIB plaaaa.
natinc aaeoiu. e 1* •ultiplt
alrrsv coafl(n*t\tloB (IPIII
•Tttaa)

Inr»atif»tlon of haatiac a*
tuo ttraaa t/» aoda and a/1 aod*
naptotlTtly for heating.

Bl«m InT*ati<atloB of
SacbmlMB. Saatinc and

IB toroidal plaaajaa*.
of RIB into ntntral (aa

aai plaaaa atudy of b»atin« Meha-
• i m . SnaztT franafar efficiency
of 2»7M otaerted.

>*m enerfi tranaf «rS
•fflo

>«aa plaasa latantetlon, »!••* at
aaaaialat oa»e«»t of proriag
•axillary kaatUw of Taku»k
flaaaaa.

150 1.3 ( 0





5. COMPARISON OF VARIOUS HFATINO METHODS VIS-A-VIS

RELATIYISTIC ELECTRON BEAMS

5.1 Importance of REB Heating

Having reviewed the present statue of various

techniques used to heat the plasma to thermonuclear tempe-

rature, let us now see what ie the status of REB as a

means to heat the plasma vis-a-vis other methods.

As seen in the previous Section neutral beam

injection heating has shown the greatest promise.

Ms)
Recently* ' with the neutral ion beam source made at Oak

Ridge (50A, 40 fceV, 100 n see), scientists at Prinotion lab

hare reported ion temperature of 60 million degrees on PLT

device. However, neutral beam sources for energies above

100 keY may become problematic because of sharp drop in the

charge-exchange cross sections. With REB, this limitation

can be overcome, as pulsed power sources in the energy

range 0*5-15 MeV with a total energy per pulse and power

upto 3 HJ and 10 watt respectively are available.

Another promising method for plasma heating is

RF heating. For coupling the RP power in the plasma,

large parts and wave guides or coils structures are requi-

red, which pose a great problem for reactor systems. REB

presents no such problem. In fact REB can also be used to

generate a high power microwave (fi" ? ency range 100-300

OHB) which can be used for plasma heating. The generation
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of high power microwaTes using RBB (Gyratron source) is

in progress In USA and USSR.

Let us compare RBB and laser for beating a plasma

in a linear reactor with a steady state magnetic field

generated by superconducting colls. In the case of laser

heating the required*55* static magnetic field is of the

order of 40 T. Presently no superconductors are available

for generating such a strong fields. For REB heating the

required Magnetic fields*"' are between 10 and 20 T.

Present day superconductors are capable of generating fields

of 15 t, which falls in the range of ralues farouring RBB

Atating. Second point la favour of BSB heating is that auoh

larger energy content of present day electron beans, 1 MJ

rersne 10 XJ for laser bean. Moreorer, the energy coupling

efficlenoy of laser to plasma (underdense) is less than"''

1%. REB therefore, seeas to be most suited method for

plasma heating in linear systems.

the mechanism of plasma heating by RBB is similar

to turbulent heating. In Ibis case the plasna is heated by

the turbulence generated by passing a large current* while

in the case of REB, the turbulence is generated by the beam

itself. The limitations of turbulent heating are: First,

for turbulent heating, the current density must be large

enough so that 1%f , the drift Telocity of electrons exceeds

the threshold for a long enough time to gat the desired

energy into the plasma. Ihis requires high Toltage systems,



with attendant problems of electrical breakdown. The

Second limitation involves the skin effect* When electric

field is applied euddenly to a dense plasma, the current

doea not penetrate {.mediately and heating In Inferior or

low grade. The optima current rise tine (for best heating)

aeeas to be slightly greater than the tiae it takes the

current to soak into the centre of the plasaa eoluanv .

The criterion Halts the current rise rate to tiaes longer

than about C.25 see. for * density of 3xlO15 ea~'f which

Beans that very rapid Is heating aay not be efficient for

large plaaat dlaaeter. (IB • axial current).

The use of a high current EBB for turbulent heating

has eonaldei*ble proalse, since the ahortcoalnga of the

direet turbulent heating Hated above are avoided. The

Halt of lov electron drift Telocity vanishes, alnca the

beam electron that supply the energy are travelling at

• 0.9 C. The llait of akin depth also does not apply.

Since the bcaa current penetrates the plasaa ballistlcally,

not relyleg on the soaking of eleotrio field. On the other

hand rapid jienetratlon In a tiae nuch shorter than akin

tiae, glvea rise to 'return current flow*. It le thia

return current that Is expected to produce a large portion

of plasaa turbulent heating.

Recently''5' plasaa heating by ion beaas has been

proposed. Various authors have studied the feasibility of

using Ion b)>aas for plasaa heating. CoaparM to REB, ion

beaas seea to have aoae advantage*, for exaaple. it la



thought that the transport of Ion beams across the magne-

tic field will be eaeier. Because ion beams can actually

be charge-neutralized by dragging along equal number of

electrons and these neutralized electron and ion beams can

easily move across the vacuum magnetic field. However, the

technology is in the early stage of development and is very

much similar to that used for RES. With suitable modifica-

tion, RSB systems can easily be used for ion beam generation.

5.2 Application of KEB Heating for Linear Solenoid

Reactor

The linear devices are one of the alternate

concepts in magnetic fusion reactor systems. Linear rea-

ctor would have a uniform field produced by superconductor

ovar a large length. Linear reactor would therefore avoid

the excitation of all but the weakest instabilities, as the

curvature of the magnetic field which is responsible for

instabilities is not present in linear systems. This

system is superior to tokamak concept as far as engineering

reactor feasibility is concerned, because unlike tokamak

which is a low $ device ( /i £ 0,5), linear solenoid

reactor systems are high /3 systems ( P-j •}. The

linear systems have various advantages such as simplicity

of construction, modularity of components, ease of energy

injection and refuelling. These devices usually will be

operated in density region 10"-10 ' em"'.

The plasma is confined only in the direction of

magnetic field, the system has to be extremely long to



prevent too rapid loss of plasma at the ends. To reduce

end losses, various schemes such as solid and plugs, multiple

magnetic mirrors, rf plugging etc. have been proposed. Typi-

cally plasma would be 2 cm in diameter and 1 km long. To

heat the plasma following concepts have been proposed*

1) Electron beam heated solenoid.

2) Ion beam heated solenoid,

3) Laser heated solenoid reactor system

4) Neutral-atom-beam heated solenoid.

The choice of heating schemes depends on the

efficiency of the devices generating these beams and also

the efficiency with which these beams transfer their energy

to plasma. Comparison of the above concepts is given la

Table 5.2.1.

The primary advantage ̂ ^ of the relativistio

electron beam heated solenoid mirror reactor is its

physiCB, geometric and engineering simplicity. The RBB

source is coupled to a relatively well understood plan*

containment device, a solenoid field configuration. The

system as discussed in Section 2.1, is high beta device,

i.e., it uses magnetic energy efficiently. It has all the

advantages of linear system. Simplicity of construction

modularity of components (and modules will be of SB*11

size), ease of energy injection and refuelling and snail

plant size. In addition electron beams in the required

microsecond pulse length mode can be generated with high



electrical efficiency, reducing power requirement and

else of the reactor.

Benford et al'-52' hare proposed jtBB heated solenoid

reaotor design, using microsecond beau pulses, a supercondu-

cting solenoid for beam guidance and for radial confinement

and multiple magnetic mirror to reduce axial loss rates.

Plasma is Initially isolated from the tube wall (in order to

reduce high Z imparities from the wall) by pulsed solenoid

ooils, but very little compresslonal energy is added to

plasma in contrast to theta pinch. AlternatiTely, this

feature nay be eliminated, learing an ionised gas blanket

between the hot plasma and wall (gas blanket case). The

latter is simpler but requires a larger diameter plasma for

the same radial loss rate. A limiting case is that of a

well confinement which is being considered for £- -beam

heated plasma by the Novosibirsk *60'» ̂  group.

Typical parameter valuesy ' obtained from a system

model of single plasma tubes of 300 and 75 meters length

(See Table 5.2.2) show plasma (and e-beaa) energies of 8 to

7 KT and fusion output ranging from 8 to over 1000 MJ. Con-

tainment at 5 ke7, 1017 cm**', is by multiple mirrors of

mirror ratio 1. Losses are dominated by magnetic mirror

joule heating and are several times the e-beao energy. The

isolation coils have modest energies (0.7 to 1,3 HJ/m) com-

pared to theta pinch compression coils (10 HJ/m); switching

and joule losses are small compared to the mirror coils.



At 300 meters the fusion gain (fusion thermal energy/

electrical input) is more than sufficient to break even

(80 percent circulating power). The Schematic linear

solenoid reactor heated by HEB is shown in fig.5.1.

However, there are following problem areas where

research and development work is necessary, before BEB can

be used for solenoid linear reactors*

(1) It is necessary to develop long pulse duration

bean diodes ("^usec or more). This also incr-

eases the electrical efficiency of electron

beam generators and allow steady-state or

quasi-steady state operation of the reactors.

(2) For the reactor applications, the beam genera-

tor should have repititlon rate of 1-10 pps*

This needs development of megavolt, and mega-

joules devices with repltitive switching.

(3) It is necessary to know the scaling laws for

the beam energy deposition as a function of

beam and plasma parameters. Presently very

little is known about the energy deposition

by BEB at plasma densities above 1016 cm**'.

(4) Study of microinstabilities, and stability

of propogation over 100 meter distance is

important area which needs further investi-

gati on.



It can neverthlees be concluded, that by controlling

the beam-plasma parameters, REB can be successfully employed

for beating the plasma In the linear reactors. Projected

reactors allow flexibility in the mode of operation, mainly

because high energy is available and can be generated at

high efficiency* It is estimated that even 1%/meter rate of

energy transfer from REB to plasma would be sufficient for

reactor applications. Experimental work'"'** ' has already

demonstrated much higher energy transfer rate.

The work on linear solenoid concept 1B being

actively pursued (i) at the Institute of Physios at

Novosibrisk*7> in USSR and at Physics International*52j Co.

USA.

5.3 Application of REB to Plasma heating in toroidal

devices

As has been discussed in earlier Sections, the use

of intense RSB, which 1B • medium with high energy density

carrying large power for heating toroidal plasmas offers the

advantage of rapid heating: of plasma electrons and subsequ-

ent equilibrium with ions on the time scale of (mi/me) x ̂ ei

where *̂ «t is the electron-ion collision frequency. Since

the heating time for REB Injection is much less than the

plasma confinement time, total heating energy is minimised.

It has been shown' ' that if an REB with present state of

the art power, but longer pulse length can be Injected into

Ohmically pre-heated tokamak plasma, it transfers its energy



to the plasma on a time scale short enough for synchrotron

radiation to be an important beam energy loss mechanism,

while the turbulence generated does not affect the energy

confinement. However, number of aspects require investiga-

tion before IP3B can be efficiently utilised for toroidal

devices. Some of these are mentioned below:

(1) Efficient injection and trapping of E-beams

into a toroidal plasma contained in high toroidal magnetio

fields. HEB has been successfully injected into toroidal

fields by Kuo8 ( 6 1 ) at Cornell and by Physios International

group in the U.S.A. Results of injection studies on a snail

tokaaak have been reported by Mksamki**2' et al of Hagoya.

(2) Study of Increased impurity generation due to

the injection of REB. Thle haeard is common to neutral

beams scheme also.

(3) Bffect of beam Injection on macrosoopic plasma

stability, the centrifugal force on EBB has been shown to

have a destabilising effect. The net injected ourrent is

always leas than the beam return current that accompanies

beam injection, thus beam injected counter to normal ohmlo

ourrent would allow heating without decreasing in q factor.

(4) Xnergy deposition tar REB is in outer region of

the plasma, and it remains to toe seen how tills energy can

be transported to the centre of the plasma. This problem

is also faced by ohmic heating, RF heating and even neutxtl

beam heating.



(5) Suf/.iiisex-JLp.g development of pulbed power source

with large pu."!t?e duration and I'epitition rate to match the

heating power requirements.

Not with,--tending t*.» above problems i t can b> con-

cluded that plasma heating in toroidal geometry by intense

ItKB represents an attractive alternative to neutral bean;

injection towards achieving ignition in feasibility experi-

ments, A <*"* ear advantage of &EB approach to neutral beam

injection ia the i'act that the technological requirements

for REB are very cloce to current Btate of a r t . For neuti

baauns, further engineering milestones must be achieved,

although Injection would be more straight forward problem-

Further there Is also possibility of combining the two

energy injection methods, using the REB for primarily to

•pre'-heat' electrons (and requiring only half as much as

REB energy) and neutral beams to ignite the ions.





table 5.2.1

Comparison of various Solenoid Reactor Concepts

^ » ^ Heating
^•v Scheme

^^•^^^
Status ^ * »^ ̂

Source efficiency

Availability of
power and pulse
duration

Total energy
re quired/avai-
lable present-
ly

Charged Particle Beam Heated
Solenoids:
(i) Electron Beams (REB)
(ii) Light Ion Beams (LIB)

(i) Por KEB diode effici-
ency 85 ~* 90X

(ii) Recent work on
Tetrode for LIB same
efficiencies as REB
possible.

(i) 0.8 Terravatt REB
(single) sources for
few tens of nanoeec.
are available.

(ii) 0.5 Terrawatt LIB
(single beam) source
of few tens of nano—
sec* available.
Por reactor applica-
tion pulse duration
required is of us.

50-100 MJ/ ~ MJ

Laser Heated
Solenoids

For long duration
(*->is) CO2 lager
Maximum efficiency
c= 2596
Por other lasers
efficiencies are
very poor 1#

26 Terrawatt and
few ns duration.
(SHIVA at ILL)
(20 Beams total)

50-100 MJ/~100
KJ

Heutral Beam
heated solenoids

Efficiencies 50%
for Ion energy

200 keY.

2 MW for pulse
duration of 1C0 ms
(Princton Plasma
Physlab.)

50-100 MJ/ -200
KJ



Table 5.2.1(contd.)

^ ^ Heating
**\ Scheme

Status """•• - ^

Requirement of
Magnetic Field

Cost per

Length of Reactor

Charged Particle Beam Heated
"Solenoids j
(i) Electron Beams (RBI)
(ii) Light Ion Beans (LIB)

~ 15 Tesla

(Superconductor Technology
can giv« this field).

i a - 15

100-1C00 meters

Laser Heated
Solenoids

25-50 Tesla
Needs development
in superconductor
technology.

I 100 - 1000

1 KM

Neutral Eeam
heated solenoids

/w 15 Tesla

-

1 KM



Table $.2.2

Parameters of B-beam Heated Solenoid Designs
C51)

Tube length

Plasma radius

Vail radius

Superconducting magnet radius

Superoonduotor field

Burn tiae

Bean current

Bea.a roltage

Bean duration

Plasma vnergy

fusion energy

Losses (magnetic fields)

Fusion gain

300 aeters

300

2.6

6.2

2

0.83

156

63

2.3

7.8 "

3.9

69

1078

244

3.26

75 meters

75 n

1.67 cm

5.3 cm

2 a

0.90

149 kO

4 as

1 HA

3.8 MV

2 us

7.8 HJ

8.2 MJ

6.4 MJ

0.5
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6. CONCLUSION

Tbe status and progress of various heating methods

employed for magnetically confined devices has been criti-

cally studied.

In order to hare objective assessment of each

technique, the merits and demerits of each has been out-

lined. As of now, no method has teen able to achieve the

temperature required for the operation of break-even condi-

tion for fusion reactor. However, neutral beam heating and

Lower hybride beating technique have shown considerable

promise and it is hoped that they are the potential candi-

dates for the additional heating of plasmas for future

magnetically confined reactors.

Viewed against this background is the status of

relatlvietic electron bean technique for heating plasmas,

which is rather a uew-coaer in the field. The interest in

Intense RKB as a seans of heating plasma arises becaure BEB

is a medium of high energy density, capable of carrying

large powers with a prospects of rapid heating throughout

the plasma. It has been show that BEB has a special

appeal for plasma heating in linear solenoidal machines,

though some technological development such as, long dura-

tion ('-us) pulses, etc. are necessary. These develop-

ments are, however, within the reach of present day tech-

nology o The prospects of heating- toroidal plasmas is also

quite encouraging. The preliminary experiments on small



devices have already reported very high (as high as 25%)

energy transfer from REB to plasma.

The scaled tip experiment to show the reactor

application of REB heating are being planned in various

laboratories. Thus, theoretical, experimental and techno-

logical developments in the recent years have thus clearly

established the claim of REB heating technique as * poten-

tial future candidate for magnetically confined fusion

reactor.
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